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OUTLINE

•Analytical  solution for the vortex lattice in a rapidly rotating 

trapped 2D Bose-Einstein condensate in the lowest Landau 

level approximation.   Cases of symmetric and asymmetric 

external harmonic potential are considered.

•Exact spectrum for a low energy excitations of vortex 

lattice (Tkachenko modes)  is found. The dumping due to 

the quasiparticles decay is calculated. 

•The density matrix is calculated. It has an algebraic decay,

indicating on the absence of  long-range order in the vortex

lattice already at zero temperature.





Gross-Pitaevskii equationin the lowest 

Landau level. Solution for a symmetric 

harmonic potential

Lowest Landau  Level approximation:



•LLL projection:



•Exact solution:

•Triangle lattice:





Comparison with numeric simulation 

•(Solid curve-analytic, filled circles-numeric)





•The course grained density:



•Fig.  The coarse grained density



1D geometry:

•LLL approximation:



•The solution (ansatz):



•Line-averaged density analytic(solid curve) and 

numeric (filled circles) results:





•Coarse grained density:



Phase diagram for a condensate in the narrow 

channel (numerical results)

• Numerical minimization of the energy :











Solution for asymmetric harmonic potential



•The solution:





•Density profile:



Exact spectrum for a low energy excitations 

of vortex lattice (Tkachenko modes)

•Bogoliubov equations:

•Solution:



•The spectrum:

•For small  k:

•Damping of Tkachenko mode:





•Density matrix

•Density-phase  representation:



•Density matrix:

•The algebraic decay of the density matrix for T =0!



RESULTS

•Analytical  solution for the vortex lattice in a rapidly rotating 

trapped 2D Bose-Einstein condensate in the lowest Landau 

level approximation.   Cases of symmetric and asymmetric 

external harmonic potential are considered.

•Exact spectrum for a low energy excitations of vortex 

lattice (Tkachenko modes)  is found. The dumping due to 

the quasiparticles decay is calculated. 

•The density matrix is calculated. It has an algebraic decay,

indicating on the absence of  long-range order in the vortex

lattice already at zero temperature.


